the Orient and especially by "the need for coal which was found readily accessible in northern Formosa" (Gordon v) .
In the light of this historical context, this paper draws from the definition of environmental texts provided by ecocritic Lawrence Buell in The Environmental Imagination: Thoreau, Nature Writing, and the Formation of American Culture. Buell positions coal texts as "environmentally oriented work [s] " in that they demonstrate that "the nonhuman environment is present not merely as a framing device but as a presence that begins to suggest that human history is implicated in natural history" (7). In the coal texts written by nineteenth-century Western travelers, coal and its surroundings -"the nonhuman environment" -play significant parts; the natural histories of coal are minutely represented. Natural history was generally used to refer to the study of all aspects of the environment; it recorded information related to all environmental productions, including coal. Natural history draws on scientific knowledge about nature, and in this sense, its "scientific bent" is a characteristic feature of natural history (Murphy 45) . However, natural history is also a kind of belles-lettres, for the genre documents a world captured by human observers in a particular cultural frame (Tallmadge 291-292).
As both science and belles lettres, natural history is hence a "narrative practice" of humans (particularly Europeans) observing natural phenomena and representing the environment (DeLoughrey, Gosson, and Handley 5). Since many natural history writers -such as Swinhoe and Collingwood -combine their inquiry into nature with a narrative of their journeys, it is expected that traveling natural history provides an eyewitness account of the environment encountered during one's travels.
In the coal texts (also traveling natural histories) of Gordon, Bridge, Colquhoun and StewartLockhart, Swinhoe, Collingwood, and many other foreign visitors, "the nonhuman environment" (as Buell calls it) -coal mines in particular -is deeply embedded in imperialist ideas of Formosa; natural resources (especially Formosan coal) have constituted the local environment. During their travels, Western travelers frequently described the natural resources (such as sugar, tea, sulphur, petroleum, and coal) they encountered and provided important early records of Formosa's environmental productions. In their works, these writers consistently reported the abundant natural resources of Formosa. The following passage from Colquhoun's and Stewart-Lockhart's "A Sketch of Formosa" offers an example:
Like all countries shrouded in mystery, Formosa was credited with fabled treasures of the earth, the field, and the forest. It was to be an EL Dorado for the merchant and miner. (188) Showing the obviously commercial purpose of Colquhoun's and Stewart-Lockhart's visit to Formosa, this passage, like most other nineteenth-century accounts of Taiwan, reveal continuing connections between economic interests, environmental representations, and imperialist ideas of Formosa. Through their appropriation of nature as an exploitable resource or capitalist commodity, imperial motivations and economic interests entered Colquhoun's and Stewart-Lockhart's environmental discourse.
The report on Formosa's abundance of coal mines can also be found in the ensuing lines from Dodd's "Formosa": Coal is the principal export of Kelung […] . The coal seams in the neighbourhood of Kelung and in the northern hills as far as the centre of the island are practically inexhaustible. (569) Alerting the outside world to the economic potential of the island of Formosa, numerous nineteenthcentury accounts of Formosan coal served as promotional writings in which the primary concern was the utilitarian or commercial dimension of nature. Seeking to exploit economic possibilities in Formosa, the English trader Dodd felt the country to be rich in potential export items. Attempting to entice readers with the prospects of Formosa's coal mines, Dodd's coal text placed emphasis on the capitalist and colonial aspects of the representation of nature.
The coal texts by nineteenth-century Western travelers who visited Formosa are deeply embedded in "capitalist-intensive western economic forces," as Richard H. Grove observes in Green Imperialism: Colonial Expansion, Tropical Island Edens and the Origins of Environmentalism, 1600-1860 ; these texts shared a common economic narrative regarding the natural environment they represented (2) . As Timothy Sweet explains in his essay "Economy, Ecology and Utopia in Early A communication by Lieut. Gordon, on the discovery of rich seams of workable coal on the island of Formosa, has also been read for you. In the present day, when steam navigation is extended all over the world, the discovery of new mines of coal in different quarters of the globe assures an importance and an interest which the geographers cannot overlook. The future progress of navigation and discovery will become dependent on sufficient supplies of this material, and we therefore hail with satisfaction its discovery in such various and distant lands. (Hamilton xlix) Lieut. Gordon made a visit to the Keelung coal mines on the ship "Royalist" in 1847; it is "the first occasion on which Westerners entered Formosa in the nineteenth century" and the ultimate objective or motive for the "Royalist" visit was for the future of a particular item of value in trade -coal (Carrington 56). Because of the development of steam navigation in the nineteenth century, coal became a valuable merchant's item for export and Keelung became a place to be exploited by foreigners for its natural resources. Emphasizing foreign naval and mercantile interest, this excerpt alerts readers to the commercial dimensions of Formosa and reveals the historical embeddedness of coal in the British imperial enterprise. Asserting that "future progress of navigation and discovery will become dependent on sufficient supplies of this material [Formosan coal]," Hamilton in this passage made explicit the otherwise implicit connections between coal texts, economic interest, and colonialism (xlix). Revealing the desire to exploit the coal in "distant lands," these lines echo Edward Said's notion of Orientalism. Orientalism, as has been formulated by Said, connotes the "attitude of nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-century European colonialism"; it is a "corporate institution" empowered to deal with the environment "by making statements about it, describing it," knowing it, and finally "ruling over it" (2, 3, 6 ). Hamilton's "Address to the Royal Geographical Society of London," in short, displays the inseparable relationship between power and landscape (the coalfields in Formosa) and between power and exploitation (the exploitation of Formosan coal).
Describing Formosan Coal: The Colonial Dimension of Environmental Representations in

Nineteenth-Century Coal Texts
In the nineteenth century, Formosa was largely uncharted territory. The publication of Lieut. In this passage, Gordon tells his readers that when he traveled to coal mines in Formosa, he noted that "the coal appeared quite as good and as plentiful as at the pits already visited," suggesting the abundance and plenitude of Formosan coal (23). Written in a form combining travel memoir and natural history, Gordon's coal text also picks out the "blackish water" lined with coal dust.
Exemplifying the author's ability to combine the language of empirical observation with personal reflection, the passage reflects Gordon's careful, scientific disposition. His narrative offers a rare early account of British attitudes to coal in Northern Formosa, providing impressive, first-hand information to an audience anticipating further discovery and trade. Like Gordon, Bridge is a British naval investigator who visited Northern Formosa; in 1875, he was on a ship calling at Keelung, a harbor in the north of Formosa. In "An Excursion in Formosa," before describing the features and the market of Keelung coal, Bridge remarked that when he traveled to the coal mines at Keelung, he witnessed the labor of coal-carriers and the excavation of mine passages:
The road of the coal-carriers was long and troublesome. Carrying a heavy load for at least four miles, as those who came from some of the mines were doing, up and down steep hills in such an atmosphere and such a temperature, must have been superlatively distressing […] The mines were worked in a most primitive fashion. A hole, not much bigger than would be necessary to admit one person, was dug horizontally into the side of the steep face of a hill. Into this a miner carried a shallow flexible basket, and when he had scraped it full, he dragged it out with a rope, and transferred its contents to the two baskets which the carriers use. (221) This passage unveils the atrocious conditions under which the coal-carriers and miners laboured, implicitly revealing Bridge's sympathetic attitude toward the coal-carriers. Bridge then provides a detailed description of the coal mines in Keelung:
The coal was of two descriptions: a lustrous, black, bituminous sort, and a brittle, dull, yellow kind which came out in small lumps, and abounded in sulphur and iron pyrites. The slack and refuse was cast forth from the pit's mouth to lie where it might. By this rude method of raising it a considerable quantity of the mineral is brought into the market. It is believed that as much as ten thousand tons have been raised in a single year. A rude estimate of the capabilities of the present mines, as now worked, fixes the possible out-put at one hundred tons a day, the actual amount being assumed on fairly good data, as one thousand piculo, or about half […] . The Government has at length become alive to the important source of wealth which lies hidden in the coal-fields of Northern Formosa. Four English miners arrived just before my visit to the island, to instruct the native colliers, and an engineer, who had already inspected the mines, was in England purchasing the requisite machinery for mining on Chinese Government account. The local officials had issued a proclamation desiring the inhabitants to treat the foreigners with civility. (221) Bridge, in the above passage, outlines the features of Formosa's coal. Characteristically, the language here contains important natural historical information on Keelung coal. It also contains a particular economic narrative of Formosa's environment (Keelung's coal mines in particular). Stating that the coal in Keelung was considered an "important source of wealth," Bridge emphasizes the market value and commercial value of coal. In short, he underscores the utilitarian value of coal and implies the environmental and economic domination of the British.
The idea of Formosan coal as an exploitable resource and capitalist commodity can also be found in a section titled "Trade" in Colquhoun's and Stewart-Lockhart's coal text, "A Sketch of 
In yet another text, Rambles of a Naturalist on the Shores and Waters of the China Sea, Collingwood reveals colonial economic interests in Keelung's coal resources:
The coal resources of Ke-lung have only recently been made known […] and it was further said at that time that arrangements might be made for the formation of a stock for the supply of Her Majesty's vessels on very favourable terms. […] In 1858, H.M.S. "Inflexible" received coals at Kelung at the rate of four dollars (17s. 6d.) per ton. H.M.S. "Serpent," during the year 1866, was coaled at the rate of 16 dollars the hundred piculs, which is somewhat less than three dollars (13s.) the ton; and for this price we selected our coal from the depots, and it was brought alongside and deposited in the bunkers. When we finally left Ke-lung, there were seven ships in the harbor -Hamburg, Bremen, Prussian, and English, receiving coal either as cargo or for consumption. (94) This excerpt comprises the impersonal and objective, at least on the face of it, descriptions typical of European and American natural histories of the nineteenth century. Collingwood offers a utilitarian and commercial evaluation of the coal in Keelung; coal thus functioned as a commodity, and its utility value was stressed. During the nineteenth century, the importance of an abundant supply of coal for the use of streamers -such as "Her Majesty's vessels" and H.M.S. "Inflexible" -furnished the principal motive for the Westerners' incursions to Formosa, making the Island of Formosa a tempting target for foreign naval and mercantile interests . This quoted extract, in short, reveals the colonial exploitation of -and imperialism-induced exploitation of -Formosan coal.
Describing Formosan Coal: The Proto-Ecological Dimension of Environmental Representations in Nineteenth-Century Coal Texts
While nineteenth-century English travelers in Formosa were fully cognizant of the commercial and mercantile value of coal, a few among them -Collingwood, Lieut. Gordon, and Bridge -sensed that coal was an element within a broader environment. In their coal texts, Collingwood, Gordon, and Bridge thus frequently called up the broader environment in which coal was located. In his "On Some Sources of Coal in the Eastern Hemisphere, Namely Formosa, Labuan, Siberia, and Japan," for instance, Collingwood delineates Keelung's coal-beds and the large oyster species situated all around them: Indeed, the whole country round Kelung is of red sandstone […] The position of this coal-bed proves that it is of comparatively recent formation. It lies apparently over the sandstone. I may also mention that about the middle of this portion of the island, near the town of Sikkow, I observed a thin seam of indifferent coal, cropping out in the river's bank, over which was a bed of stiff clay, abounding in large oyster-shells, seven or eight inches long, of a species (probably the recent Ostrea Canadensis) which I have seen brought to Canton in vast numbers for the purposes of lime-making. (99) Narrating his discovery of the "large oyster-shells" and of "a species (probably the recent Ostrea Canadensis)" on a seam of coal "cropping out in the river's bank," Collingwood remarked on how "a thin seam of indifferent coal" created a habitat for a specific species: "the recent Ostrea Canadensis"
("On Some Sources of Coal" 99). In so doing, Collingwood connected marine species (oyster) to places (Sikkow and Keelung). In this way, Collingwood's observations invoke an awareness of interconnectedness and hint at a notion of wholeness; this quoted material exhibits Collingwood's prescient and proto-ecological perception of natural systems and complex interdependencies. Indeed, Collingwood's discourse of natural history here anticipates a move toward a more ecological conception -that is, toward a model of nature that takes into account the complex web of relationships existing among coal and marine species in a given region. Collingwood's description thus anticipates future English and American nature writers' (as well as contemporary eco-theorists') focus on natural interrelatedness.
The notion that coal is a part of the broader natural environment can also be found in Lieut.
Gordon's coal texts. The ensuing passages from Gordon's "Observations on Coal in the N. E. Part of the Island of Formosa" serves as a distinct example:
The coal-seam was embedded between layers of soft blue claystone shale, between the layers of which iron was visible, but did not appear to abound.
The sandstone of the neighbourhood was fine and of an ochreish colour. In this quoted extract, Lieut. Gordon clearly manifests his acute environmental-oriented stance toward the world he describes. It is his closely-observed descriptions of the coal seam and its broader environment -"the sandstone of the neighborhood," the surrounding vegetation and soil -that add to the content and quality, which make his coal text and discourses of traveling natural history distinctive (23, 24) . Describing "layers of soft blue claystone shale," "the surrounding soil," "high rank grass," the sand-stone, and "quantities of coral," Gordon's coal text hints at the notion of the web of nature, especially the interconnections between Formosa's coal-seam and the nonhuman nature around the coalfields, such as the underwood, soil, and plants (Gordon 23, 24) . In addition, through his observation that the "luxuriance of the vegetation and richness of the soil are beyond anything I have hitherto seen" and that "the regularity of the hills throughout is very striking," Lieut. Gordon expressed his sense of curiosity, awe and delight (23, 24) . In this way, Gordon's coal text cultivates public appreciation for the landscapes and the natural resources of Keelung.
Like Collingwood and Lieut. Gordon, Bridge was one of the few traveling naturalists who probably sensed that coal is an element within the broader environment. In "An Excursion in Formosa," Bridge delineates "a coal-mining neighbourhood" in Keelung:
We soon came upon symptoms of a coal-mining neighbourhood. Heaps of coal, and great masses of "slack" and refuse formed a background to the village between the houses and the surrounding hills. The carriers, who went and came in an endless procession, were bearing baskets of the black mineral, slung from a pole across their shoulders. The bright verdure, the luxuriant tropical shrubs, the smooth sandy beach were soiled by the foul dust from the black heaps that were piled up beneath the hill. (219) Composed in the form of a travel journal, Bridge's coal text furnishes valuable catalogues of coalincluding "heaps of coal" and masses of "slack" coal and refuse coal -within the larger environment; "the surrounding hills," "an endless procession" of coal carriers, the "bright verdure," "the luxuriant In lucid and eloquent prose, Bridge devotes much of his energy to suggesting that Keelung coal mines and coal-pits are elements within the broader environment or natural landscape. This quoted extract connotes a proto-ecological understanding of the larger world outside Keelung's coal pits, bringing together the broader human environment (the "two coal-pits, out of and into which miners" and coal carriers swarmed, "tea-houses, rice-planters' cottages, and a blacksmith's shop") and the nonhuman environment (including Formosan landscapes such as "the neighboring hills," "a little stream," and "the green sward," a "wide plantation of bamboo," "the green hillock," "the screw-pine," and their nonhuman inhabitants, such as water buffaloes, swine, and goats) (Bridge 221). In this way, Bridge's coal text anticipates a move toward a more ecological conception of nature -that is, a model of nature that takes into account the intricate web of relationships between the human and nonhuman worlds.
Moreover, in evoking "a fair extent of green sward" and "the beauty of the landscape," Bridge vividly conveys the beauty and charm of the natural world he observed during his trip (221), expresses his admiration for the green world, and thus reveals his proto-ecological sensibility. The term "protoecological sensibility" is defined by Michael P. Branch as meaning "incipient ecological sensibilities," such as the emphasis upon an appreciation of nature and the "sensitivity to interconnectedness" (or interrelatedness) of nature and to interrelationship in a natural community (288, 291, 297 ). Bridge's coal text continues to be environmentally resonant because of his close observation and careful description of nature, his admiration for nonhuman nature in nineteenth-century Formosa, and especially his perception of the interrelatedness between natural productions (such as coal) and their broader environment.
In addition to representing the broader environment in which coal is located, a number of nineteenth-century English travelers (Colquhoun and Stewart-Lockhart, Swinhoe, and Collingwood) also expressed an environmentalist concern about the hazards of coal mining. In a section titled "Keelung" in Colquhoun's and Stewart-Lockhart's "A Sketch of Formosa," the idea of the coal region as a harmful and lethal environment is expressed:
The climate of Keelung is worse than that of Tamsui. The N.E. monsoon is generally attended with rain. The mortality in the coal-pit region is great, the Chinese coolies dying off as fast as they begin to work. The difficulty of getting coolies to live in this unhealthy region is one of the chief obstacles to the successful working of the coal-mines. The great heat in summer and the constant bad weather in winter, with the rapid changes, make the climate more trying. (198) It is well known that air pollution from coal is a cause of hundreds and thousands of premature deaths worldwide. In this excerpt, representing the miserable condition of the Chinese coolies who worked in the coal-pit regions and noting that the "mortality in the coal-pit region is great," Colquhoun and Stewart-Lockhart presciently maintained that the coal mine is a deadly and "unhealthy region" and that coal can also bring ill to humanity (198) .
The concept of the coal region as a dangerous and deadly environment can also be found in the essay "Formosa" by an anonymous nineteenth-century traveler:
The coal mines situated in a bay known to Europeans as "Coal Harbour"
are of some interest. They are worked after the usual Chinese manner, horizontally, producing a small bituminous mineral. It is unsuitable for steamers, burning too rapidly and caking in the furnace […] . The whole neighbourhood is impregnated with the stench and is said to be fatal to insect life. ("Formosa" 324)
The author is not oblivious to the stinking air and smells of Keelung's coal mines and even suggests that such a stench is harmful, perilous, and lethal to living creatures, such as insects (324). His observation that the stench "is said to be fatal to insect life" points to the idea of an ecological web; coal is entwined with air, insects, and the human race (324).
In addition to the coal texts of Colquhoun, Stewart-Lockhart, and the anonymous nineteenthcentury author of "Formosa," the traveling natural histories of Swinhoe and Collingwood also display a slight but perceptible environmentalist concern. In his "Notes on the Island of Formosa," Swinhoe comments on the air pollution caused by burning coal: and it gives out a very great heat-so much so, that it readily sets the funnel on fire. It is extremely dirty, and the combustion is so imperfect, that a vast number of blacks of a soft and soiling character are produced, and fall all over the ship. The flues also rapidly get very foul, requiring frequent attention and cleansing. (95) As evinced by the quoted passages, Swinhoe draws attention to the "unpleasant -somewhat sulphurous -stench" and the "thick and heavy" smoke caused by coal consumption. Observing that the Keelung coal "makes much smoke" and "gives out a very great heat," Collingwood is already concerned about air pollution (Rambles of a Naturalist 95). Of all fossil fuels, coal is the dirtiest when burned; it produces the largest amount of carbon dioxide, causing a visible reduction in the quality of air (Medunic, Mondol, Radenovic, Nazir 13 the foul air and unpleasant stench caused by burning and consuming coal gave them a special relevance to our air-pollution problems today and make their coal texts helpful guides as we grapple toward a more harmonious relationship with the earth.
Conclusion
In They are still largely unheard of even today, remaining unknown and neglected in the fields of ecocritical as well as Asian studies. Focusing on the afore-mentioned authors, this paper has examined some unexplored spaces of nineteenth-century ecocriticism in order to retrieve obscured voices that articulate incipient ecological sensibilities, including an appreciation of nature and a sensitivity to interrelationships between humans and non-humans in the natural environment.
As reliable reporters on Formosa and its coal at the threshold of East Asia, Lieut. Gordon, Bridge, Colquhoun and Stewart-Lockhart, Swinhoe, and Collingwood also offer compelling accounts of Formosa's coalfields and their environs and alerted readers to the commercial possibilities there.
They made explicit their vision of the imbrication between coal texts and colonial economic interests in fuel resource, especially coal. Embodying the imperial and capitalistic desire to delineate, "know", and exploit the land, their coal narratives attest to "the colonial/imperial underpinnings of environmental practice" -as Graham Huggan and Helen Tiffin have put it (3) -in nineteenth-century Formosa Island and echo Said's notion of Orientalism. As formulated by Said, Orientalism is "a system of knowledge about the Orient" and "a Western style" for describing, "dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient" (3, 6) . Indeed, the accounts of Gordon, Bridge, Colquhoun, StewartLockhart, Swinhoe, and Collingwood not only contain written representations that construct knowledge about Formosa and its coal resources but also attest to the relationship between textual representations of East Asia and imperial desire in the nineteenth century.
